Quibblers Call For Forensics Stars To Try Out For Debates

To Contest With Birmingham-Southern and Bethel College

The Quibbler's Forum is planning two debates with other colleges soon. Birmingham-Southern will lock horns with Southwestern on the question, "Resolved: That a Department of Education Should Be Established To Rank Equally with That of Army and Navy." Tryouts for this debate will be held Friday, March the 13th.

MEETINGS INTERESTING

All members are invited to attend the meeting of the debating Club every Friday night at 6:45. An interesting program is promised and the meetings are adjourned by 8 o'clock.

DUAL DEBATES

All students who are interested are pre pared to prepare for the tryouts for the debates mentioned above, against Bethel and Birmingham-Southern. Speeches are to be no more than 10 minutes in length and each contestant has a choice of sides. The chosen one to represent Southwestern away from home will have all expenses paid.

Both forensic contests are to be dual debates, with our negative teams staying at home and affirmative teams making the trip.

Scientists Organize Seminar For Study Of Biology, Psychology

To Delve Into Research Work-

Club Meets Every Three Weeks

In Science Building

A seminar is being planned for students who are majoring in either the Department of Biology or the Department of Psychology, and for those who have taken (including present courses) as many as 14 hours in both departments together. The purpose of this seminar is to enable the student to attain further knowledge of methods and underlying matters which cannot be given in the regular scheduled classes; second, to provide experience in advanced study for those who intend to do graduate work; third, to make possible a review of all the current literature in these fields and for any one individual who could accomplish fourth, to offer an opportunity for a more general discussion than can be held in the average class.

The announced football program necessitates a strong eleven to play the season and finish on top of the heap. The grid schedule for the coming fall season is:

Oct. 3-Southwestern vs. Mayfield.
Oct. 5-Southwestern vs. Birmingham.
Oct. 22-Southwestern vs. Arkansas College.
Oct. 29-Southwestern vs. Vanderbilt (at Nashville).
Nov. 4-Southwestern vs. "Ole Miss."
Nov. 11-Southwestern vs. Bethel College.
Nov. 13-Southwestern vs. Bethel College.
Nov. 19-Southwestern vs. Normal Teachers.
Nov. 26-Southwestern vs. Henderson.
Nov. 29-Southwestern vs. U. of T. Doctors.

Dr. Kelso To Preach At Evergreen Church

Will Supply In Pulpit At Night Service

Dr. A. P. Kelso, Southwestern College, will preach at Evergreen Presbyterian church next Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock. Rev. R. J. Carpenter, Evergreen pastor, will conduct services at another church that night.

Newton Returns to Southwestern Campus

Former Orchestra Leader Re-enters College

C. Mackie Newton, student in Southwestern for the past two years, returned last week. Newton comes to us from Vicksburg, Miss., where he has been working for the past several months.

Since entering Southwestern two years ago, Mackie has filled an important place in our college orchestra, specializing in the slide trombone. Friends hope he will take steps toward organizing another of the musicians among our students into a good orchestra.

The New Girl

A new girl came to town. They said she was too nice, too sociable, toonellous, too sophisticated, too unanalyzed, too anonymized, too cooly-smelled, too untouchably genteel. In other words, she was what is known as decent.

President Diehl To Address Miss. A. & M.

To Preach Sunday In Starkville Church

Dr. Charles U. Diehl, president, Southwestern College, left the campus last Monday for Chicago. After a short stay in the Windy city the president planned to leave for Starkville, Miss., where he will address the student body of Miss. A. & M., to be held Saturday morning.

Dr. Diehl will occupy the pulpit of the Starkville Presbyterian church at preach service Sunday morning.

Five More Mid-Year Students Matriculate

Total of 28 New Members Of Freshman Class

In addition to the 13 names listed in last week's issue of the "Sou'wester" of mid-year entrants, the following also have matriculated: Jeter Eason, Mackie Newton, Virginia Bess, Willis Lee Polksteder, Catherine B. McElligot, and Catherine E. Bollinger.

It is learned with much regret that Clara Mae Howry will leave Southwestern to take up the department of "Kinetics" at home. Her music studies are of great value in this art and she is wished much success.

Faltering Eye-sight Confines Senior to Darkened Rooms

Eben Bee Returns to Campus After Illness

To Contest With Birmingham-Southern and Bethel College

The weather man is predictably incorrect. The weather at Calhoun seems troublesome—something is radically wrong in the exclusive circle of elements. Meteorologist Henry Baker states that petty thieves have been fishing new-born eggs from the weather prophet's nest, thereby conflicting the forecaster's usual complacency. But this will not alter the weather outlook, he avers, after wistful gazing at the stars that indicate the present weather, being confined to a dark room until two weeks ago.

While Eben Howry recovers in but three subjects he is putting in overtime preparing the work he missed by his absence.

Eben is welcomed back by his many friends who hope that his time in hospital will not hinder him in his studies anymore.

Weather Prediction

The weather man is predictably incorrect. The weather at Calhoun seems troublesome—something is radically wrong in the exclusive circle of elements. Meteorologist Henry Baker states that petty thieves have been fishing new-born eggs from the weather prophet's nest, thereby conflicting the forecaster's usual complacency. But this will not alter the weather outlook, he avers, after wistful gazing at the stars that indicate the present weather, being confined to a dark room until two weeks ago.

While Eben Howry recovers in but three subjects he is putting in overtime preparing the work he missed by his absence.

Eben is welcomed back by his many friends who hope that his time in hospital will not hinder him in his studies anymore.


**I'm the Gink**

The college gink that knows my fraternity is the best in the world, and believes me to tell everybody about it. However I get a mixed group I always have something to say regarding my fraternity. It's more like people, and if you see one who doesn't happen to be honored by being a member of my fraternity and therefore count as so good as I am. I strut around the campus and never fail to display myself and impress. I know must be regarded as being kind of foolish, but I don't care. I belong to the fraternity, anyway.

Such an attempt is doomed to failure. It is better to keep in mind the aim of doing better, not of becoming perfect.

A man is therefore a moral man when he has incultivated himself into the idea of doing the thing that seems the most important, in so far as social, religious, political and other forms of life are concerned.

A moral act is one that follows closely an ideal sincerely cherished by the person acting. If the ideal is sincerely cherished, then moral qualification is met.

Of course the various influences that fail to do the thing, that is, that are important, but, comparatively speaking, are incidental.

Morals are, therefore, closely connected. And if the idea is sincerely held, moral is the result.

We should here note that much of the popular talk of "morality" is trash, as social, religious, political and other forms of life are concerned.

If we have any common sense, let us all be men of purpose to take up the present moral condition of the world and do what is needed for improvement.

When ever a subscriber sends ye editor an anonymous letter urging us to make our stable stand a few issues, we are more inclined to laugh than eat meat.

**Was It You?**

Were you one of those who helped to lower Southwestern's rating in Memphis? By NOT attending the basketball game last Tuesday night? You WERE unless you were among the 35 or 20 loyal ones who, through outnumbered almost three to one by Normalites, nevertheless made victory. The game was a fast and thrilling affair, with cheers our boys scored in the last few moments of the game, that in the final score the normals were defeated.

"I'm the Gink" said the New York Central was an eastern runner.

"It was a good one, the Scotchman sent for his wife. She said on her arrival:

"What's the matter, m' man? asked a member of the crowd.

"Industry!" cried the lad. "Don't somebody please take me to Izzy Beinstein's clothing store. There is a big sale on men's suits, overcoats and ties. Everything at reasonable prices.

**Brother Got the Lingo**

A boy left the farm and got a job in the city. He wrote a letter to his brother who elected to stick to the farm, telling him of the joys of city life in which he said:

"Yesterday we motored to the beach for the week-end. We took the train to the beach for the week-end."

"And when we got there?"

"Now, it crowded under the bed and died by the foot."

A Scotchman emigrated to Chicago. At first he couldn't understand the language, and punted and disdained him, but in a short time he got to seem all right. As his job was a good one, the Scotchman sent for his wife. She said on her arrival:

"Gosh, Dagnal, how queer the folk talk here.

"Host," said Dagnal, "they talk all right now. Ye should ha' heard 'em three months ago."

Our idea of a considerable professor is one who talks to you to sleep, then wakes you up five minutes early so that you won't be late for your next class.

A fellow who felt quite sarcastic.

Got drunk on a bottle of tonic.

They laid him away.

"Consolation," he said to his companion.

"Remarks that seemed clearly ironic.

**Memory**

A memory of things we would forget.

Book Agent: "Is the lady of the house in?"

Marie: "Yes, but she is in her bath."

Book Agent: "Well, tell her there is a gentleman out here who would like to see her."

**Biographical Note**

"I wrote to the paper to find out how many cows should be sold."

"And they said?"

"The same as short cows."

A little Jewish boy stood in the middle of the street and said: "As if my heart would break into forty pieces. A large crowd gathered around the mournful wail and endeavored to learn the cause for his woe. When the multitude had reached its almost uncontrollable number, the boy took his hands from his eyes.

"What's the matter, m' man? asked a member of the crowd.

"Heart-burn!" cried the lad. "Don't somebody please take me to Izzy Beinstein's clothing store. There is a big sale on men's suits, overcoats and ties. Everything at reasonable prices.

A Scotchman emigrated to Chicago. At first he couldn't understand the language, and punted and disdained him, but in a short time he got to seem all right. As his job was a good one, the Scotchman sent for his wife. She said on her arrival:

"Gosh, Dagnal, how queer the folk talk here.

"Host," said Dagnal, "they talk all right now. Ye should ha' heard 'em three months ago."

Our idea of a considerable professor is one who talks to you to sleep, then wakes you up five minutes early so that you won't be late for your next class.

A fellow who felt quite sarcastic.

Got drunk on a bottle of tonic.

They laid him away.

"Consolation," he said to his companion.

"Remarks that seemed clearly ironic.

**Katty Kampus Kats**

Eleanor Becham has finally induced Frieda Hempel to make a reappearance at the Auditorium.

"Hoot!" McCahan says the modern dance may have a barbaric origin, as stated by Mrs. Townsend, but he is wondering if she has ever seen the Charleston.

Freshman Lucy shows much persuasion in her hint that she would have said he showed much perservanence, but now he is very submissive, especially in musical work.

We have wondered why Wes Adams has been carrying such a long face last two weeks, but we find that he is dissapointed on not being elected among the four most prominent coeds.

"Piney" Simpson has been quite a conspicuous character on the campus. Not him especially, but his bottle.

Rumors state "Chi" Waring is searching for an horizon on which is alleged he almost found one, but Waller had already gone home.

A Scotchman emigrated to Chicago. At first he couldn't understand the language, and punted and disdained him, but in a short time it got to seem all right. As his job was a good one, the Scotchman sent for his wife. She said on her arrival:

"Gosh, Dagnal, how queer the folk talk here."

"Host," said Dagnal, "they talk all right now. Ye should ha' heard 'em three months ago."

Our idea of a considerable professor is one who talks to you to sleep, then wakes you up five minutes early so that you won't be late for your next class.

A fellow who felt quite sarcastic.

Got drunk on a bottle of tonic.

They laid him away.

"Consolation," he said to his companion.

"Remarks that seemed clearly ironic.

**Quips and Skits**

By The College Humorist

It was commencement day at a woman's college where the rules about "company" are strict, and the father of one of the young women was there to attend the graduation exercises. He was presented to the president, who said, "I congratulate you, sir, upon your extremely large and affectionate family."
Alumni Echoes

By REV. RICHARD A. BOLLING, Alumni Secretary

Frank Loper Armstead, who used to calm quartet noises with a pitcher of water off the roof and who helped in the original drive for Southwestern at Memphis, is now in a very responsible position with Ingham Brothers at Evansville, Ind. Frank used to sell flour for Dunlop at Clarksville and went from him to Ingham.

Jack Montgomery of Meridian, used to be an angel of commerce or a knight of the grip, too. Jack made unique history at Clarksville. He started on the road for Dunlop, then opened a brokerage office at Meridian. He later married a delta girl and is now a cotton planter living at Exeter, Miss.

William Henderson "Bever" Hill is secretary of Schools and Colleges for the Synod of Mississippi, with residence at Jackson. Bever has seven girls, all of whom probably will attend Belhaven College at Jackson.

---

Our College Bards

I've lived a thousand lives or more, I've visited many a foreign shore, I've had men love me, by the score And love I've gambled, lost and gained Known love fulfilled: and loved in vain Languished in castles old and gray, In Turkish harem reigned supreme, I've lived a thousand lives or more.

---

Lynx Down Teachers In Furious Contest

Cats In Trim and Emerge From Fray -- Score 31 to 19

After a fast and furious opening half that ended with Southwestern leading 11 to 9, the Lynx continued their dazzling offensive attack in the second frame which resulted in defeat for the West Tennes-see Teachers' College quintet last Tues- day at the Y. M. C. A., score 31 to 19. The game, which gave the Lynx an even break in the city title series contest, kept the crowd of cage fans at a high pitch of enthusiasm throughout, being faster and closer than the score would indicate. Southwestern tallied first when Farns-worth tossed a foul shot. Shortly after- wards Chauncey Barbour, Teachers' cough, added a point to the Teachers' score. The game was a close one throughout, both teams fighting hard to gain the upper hand. The Teachers fought hard, and will probably fight even harder next Wednesday when they will try to get an even attraction for the third game in the city title series contest.

---

Rival Coaches Former Members Vanderbilt Varsity--Does 3 Times Winner Over Cats

The announcement came the afternoon of the game between the U. of T. Doctors and the Lynx Cats next Thurs- day, the 11th, at the Y. M. C. A. score 31 to 19. The game, which gave the Lynx an even break in the city title series contest, kept the crowd of cage fans at a high pitch of enthusiasm throughout, being faster and closer than the score would indicate. Southwestern tallied first when Farnsworth tossed a foul shot. Shortly afterwards Chauncey Barbour, Teachers' cough, added a point to the Teachers' score. The game was a close one throughout, both teams fighting hard to gain the upper hand. The Teachers fought hard, and will probably fight even harder next Wednesday when they will try to get an even attraction for the third game in the city title series contest.

---

In Furious Contest

Lynx Down Teachers

---

The lineup: way with the beautiful Irene Bordoni in the First seat in the First

---

Our College Bards

I've lived a thousand lives or more, I've visited many a foreign shore, I've had men love me, by the score And love I've gambled, lost and gained Known love fulfilled: and loved in vain Languished in castles old and gray, In Turkish harem reigned supreme, I've lived a thousand lives or more.

---

Lynx Versus Docs on Turkey Day

---
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Recent Pledges

The Greek letter fraternities announce recent pledges as follows:

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Charles Walsh, ... BROS.-JONES-RAGLAND
BURK & CO.
GOLDEN EAGLE CLOTHING CO.
PHIL A. HALLE
OAK HALL
JOHNSTON & VANCE
WALKER M. TAYLOR

Chi Omega and Kappa Delta, there were
Omega room 515 N. McLean. After the
of Southwestern met Feb. 4, at the Chi
Jackson, Tenn. They will attend a dance
Chi Omega will spend the week-end at
cross of Clarksville Hall.

Some few minutes, or years later, an
inclouded him into the room.
"I say," he ventured, "the collectors claims
that you are a human dynamo."
"Oh, they flatter me," growled Toofy,
because he was putting on dog. "No, pray,
explain." "They say that everything you have on
among the poor. He is a leader of a loyal
band of social workers who believe that
they can accomplish their purpose by steal-
ing from the rich to aid the poor. This is
successful until a tragic climax is brought
about by circumstances. "The Wrongdo-
ers" is one of a series of special pictures
to be shown at Pantages. There will be
a great vaudeville hit headed by Otter
Beaumes in Broadway Beaumes.
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University Park Beauty Parlor and
Barber Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING
111-813 N. MECKLEN--PHONE 7-5855-W
All Work Done by Experts. We Solicit Your Patronage.
J. O. FINLEY, Representative on Campus.